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"There is no substitute for hard work."
―Thomas Edison

“Every beginner possesses a great potential to be an
expert in his or her chosen field."
―Lailah Gifty Akita

"Do something nice for yourself today. Find some quiet,
sit in stillness, breathe. Put your problems on pause. You
deserve a break."
―Akiroq Brost

We hope you'll enjoy this issue of The Titan Times.
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     On Wednesday March 17th, the neighborhood will begin to
look a bit green, as we celebrate St. Patrick’s Day. This holiday is
a day of merriment and joy as children set up elaborate
leprechaun traps and the entire family gather for parades and
dancing. The question is how did this holiday, that celebrates the
Irish culture, come about?

     St. Patrick’s Day originally began as a holy holiday in Ireland.
The date, March 17th, commemorates the death St. Patrick, and
fell during the Christian season of Lent. On this day the Lenten
tradition of not eating meat is waived and the Irish would dance
and feast on bacon and cabbage after attending church in the
morning. Poor Irish citizens would wear shamrocks to church
ceremonies on this day as an effort to look nicer. The shamrock
is also synonymous with St. Patrick who used it as a way to
teach about the concept of the Holy Trinity.

     Interestingly enough, the first St. Patrick’s Day parade did not
take place in Ireland but in America. The year is 1607, when a
Spanish colony in modern day St. Augustine Florida held the
first parade. The Irish vicar Ricardo Artur presided over the
event. A parade was not celebrated until over a century later
when in 1772, homesick Irish soldiers marched in New York to
honor the saint. Eventually, other American cities shared the
enthusiasm and held their own parades. Chicago holds an
annual  tradition in which they dye the Chicago River green.
City sewage workers used dye to detect illegal sewage dumping
and found that the green dye would be a great way to celebrate
the holiday.

     Irish patriotism grew in America over the next thirty-five
years. The potato famine that hit Ireland led to many of the Irish
migrating to America to avoid starvation. They suffered racial
prejudice and had trouble finding work for even the most
menial of jobs. However, Irish Americans found that the
growing popular St. Patrick’s Day parades became a show of
strength and a  political platform.

    Although, North America is the known for the largest amount
of celebrations for St. Patrick’s Day the holiday is celebrated all
over the world. Countries such as Japan, Russia and Singapore
also celebrate this day.
 
     In addition to the color green, you might spot a small man
with a top hat, and buckled shoes guarding a pot of gold. This is
of course the infamous leprechaun. This St. Patrick’s Day icon
comes from a figure of folklore called a “lubricin” which means
“small-bodied fellow”. In Celtic folklore Leprechauns were
known as grouchy and mischievous creatures whose job was to
mend shoes for other fairies. It is said that wearing green
protects you from the Leprechaun’s playful ways whose favorite
pastime is  pinching and pranking people.

     Overall, St. Patrick’s Day began as a religious holiday and has
grown as a joyous celebration of the Irish culture. 

GET YOUR POT 'O GOLD: 
ST. PATRICK'S LIMERICK COMPETITION

 
Students of SPCHS!

The Titan Times Newspaper is holding a limerick contest in
honor of St. Patrick’s Day. The top three winning limericks will

win a prize and be featured in the April Issue of The Titan Times!
 

Please submit your poems to Lulu Downing at
kdowni4@mycourses.spcollege.edu by Wednesday, March 24th.

 
What is a Limerick?

A Limerick is a funny five-lined poem. The 1st, 2nd, and 4th lines
have 5-10 syllabus and the entire poem must have a rhyme

scheme.
 

One example of a Limerick poem is  as follows:
 There was an Old Lady of France,

Who taught little Ducklings to dance;
When she said “Tick-a-tack!”

They only said “Quack”!
Which grieved that Old Lady of France.

FOUR LEAF CLOVERS,
POTS OF GOLD &
GREEN.
THE HISTORY OF ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Written by Lulu Downing
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Take the time to evaluate your personal resource management.
Conduct an at-home waste audit to see how much trash your
household generates. It never hurts to keep the three R’s in
mind. It is likely there are some more eco-conscious options
you can take to reduce waste. The Pinellas county website has a
page dedicated to environmentally-friendly resources, with
over 200 green tips for water, energy, and waste.

Keep up with local news and check out your community’s
website. Most cities in Pinellas have some sort of sustainability
commission or environmental action plan. In places like
Dunedin and Tarpon Springs, meetings are open to the public
and individuals are welcome to speak and provide input. 

According to WalletHub, Florida ranks 38th in the U.S. as an
eco-friendly state, despite being renowned for its natural
amenities. If we want to preserve and maintain these resources,
we must actively work to support green initiatives. 

There are a variety of ways you can get involved. Contact local
and national representatives to make your voice heard. If you’ve
got some free time, volunteer at beach and park clean-ups.
Search for eco-friendly alternatives when you shop. Join an
environmental advocacy organization. 

 Rome wasn’t built in a day, but progress takes time. By taking
the steps to embrace a more sustainable lifestyle today, you’re
investing in a greener tomorrow.  Your contributions now set a
precedent for transformative action that could potentially
benefit the planet for years to come. 

With Earth Day around the corner, environmental interest will
undoubtedly peak this month, but heightened awareness
resonates throughout the year. Unlike most holidays, Earth Day
isn’t limited to a particular group of people-it is an international
movement. 

Every living thing, from bacteria to human beings, is directly
affected by the condition of the planet; right now, its health is
deteriorating. At this time, its important to remember that real
change is in the hands of the individual. You can’t wait around
forever hoping other people will solve the problem,
environmental impact starts with you. 

The first step is to stay informed. Although Earth Day has been
around since the 1970s, information surrounding the
environment is constantly evolving. Your understanding of
current events influences the choices you make daily. I suggest
taking a look at The Lazy Person’s Guide to Saving the World by
The United Nations. You can start adopting a more sustainable
lifestyle from the comfort of your couch. Its that easy. 

STAY GREEN,
PONYBOY
HOW YOU CAN HELP PRESERVE & PROTECT
Written by Hana Abdel Magid

https://earth911.com/home-garden/conducting-home-waste-audit-part-1/
http://www.pinellascounty.org/solidwaste/green/default.htm
https://www.dunedingov.com/live-work-play/dream
https://www.ctsfl.us/sustainability/
https://wallethub.com/edu/greenest-states/11987
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/
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S P C H S
S H O U T S !Although in-person events have been suspended, SPC

continues to host virtual ones monthly. Here are some of
March's most interesting opportunities:

Virtual Open Mic: Join SPC and Ulster University students
(Northern Ireland)  to share poems and talents March 2
from 2-4pm.

Star Home Theatre
The Great Hunter: Learn about the stars that make up
Orion, the nebula that adorns his sword, and other
attractions above Tampa Bay. March 5&12 from 7-8pm.
Rites of Spring: Learn the astronomical significance of the
equinox and visit some of the stars and constellations that
herald the beginning of spring. March 17&26 from 7-8pm.

Blank Page: The Art of Collaboration: Join industry
experts from the creative arts field to hear more about 
their experiences collaborating with other creatives and
non-creatives alike. March 18 from 12:30-2pm.

Becoming Your Best Self: Join the Communications
Career and Academic Community and SPC Reads for a
virtual discussion about self-belief and self-care, led by
SPC’s own Dr. Carleah East. March 30 from 11am-12pm.

Educational and career workshops and seminars are also
offered daily. Check out the SPC event page for more
information.

STUDENT LIFE &STUDENT LIFE &
COMMUNITY NEWSCOMMUNITY NEWS

The National Association for College
Admission Counseling will be hosting
three virtual college fairs this month.
There wil be a STEM fair 3/7 from 1-5pm.
A Visual & Performing Arts Fair will be
held 3/16 from 4-8pm. Finally, a general
college fair will be held 3/21 , featuring
speakers from over 600 schools.

SPC and SPCHS will be closed from 3/6-
3/14 for spring break. 

Yearbooks are on sale for $60, but stock is
limited. There are only 30 yearbooks left.
This is the final order, so get yours now.
Checks can be made to SPCHS-NP.

The deadline to withdraw from SPC
classes is March 19. If you are struggling
with any classes, now is the time to reach
out to an academic advisor to evaluate
your options. 

WHATS GOING ON?
VIRTUAL EVENTS WITH SPC

https://www.spcollege.edu/events/virtual-open-mic
https://www.spcollege.edu/events/star-home-theater-the-great-hunter-x7046
https://www.spcollege.edu/events/star-home-theater-rites-of-spring
https://www.spcollege.edu/events/blank-page-the-art-of-collaboration-a-conversation-among-artists
https://www.spcollege.edu/events/becoming-your-best-self-a-discussion-on-self-care-with-dr-carleah-east
https://www.spcollege.edu/events?category=659
https://virtualcollegefairs.org/events
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Last week our school held its first drive-in movie night! Many students, as well as
teachers, met up at 6 pm Friday the 26th to watch the movie, “Shrek”.

Kicking the night off, students pulled into the back parking lot near the soccer
field where they parked their cars in preparation for the movie. Upon arriving,
most students met up with their friends and went to get some snacks and water
from the stand.

On the grass was a table that served chips, Oreos, chocolate, cookies,
etc. To the left of the table was a popcorn machine operated by Dr.
Call and Mr. Hesting who served popcorn to the students before and
during the movie.

It was around 6:30 when the students settled down
with their friends to watch the movie. Some students
brought lawn chairs and set them closer to the
screen, others set picnic blankets in front of their
cars, others stayed inside the cars and some students
even sat on the roof of their vehicles.

Right before the start of the movie drinks
and snacks were passed around and
some teachers also took pictures to
commemorate this gathering.

Overall this was an extremely fun
night and a safe way for students
to socialize and have fun in the
midst of this pandemic!

SHREKSHREKSHREK
DRIVE-IN MOVIE NIGHT

Written by Sama Al Attar
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     Ms. Rainwater has been emphasizing the importance of completing
a credit check. It is a necessary step when planning out your next
classes and reviewing what you still have to take. It is not too late to
book a credit check, but don’t procrastinate! Try to complete it before
spring break. During the credit check, you will plan out your whole
senior year.
     Make sure that you are registered for a spring SAT and ACT. Time is
running out to register, and it is recommended that juniors take it once in
the spring and then retake it a second time. This way you can generate a
super score to show off your best results to universities and colleges.
Register here and here.
     Now is a good time to start thinking about putting together a binder to prepare for college admissions. Inside the
binder keep the basic things about your college research like your college list. Start developing a brag sheet that lists
all of your accomplishments and describes your general awesomeness. The sheet will also help with your letter of
recommendation. Try to request a letter of recommendation before summer begins, so that you are not putting too
much pressure on the writer.

     It is a great time to start preparing for the end of our high school years. It is important to know what you are planning to do after
graduation. For those ready to go to college or a university, it is recommended to apply to as many scholarships as possible. During seminar,
we were presented with some helpful sites to look for scholarship opportunities. A few are listed here: Scholly, Fastweb, CollegeBoard, Niche,
Scholarships.com, Peterson's, SallieMae, Cappex, and the U.S.Labor Department's Free Search Tool. Of course, you are not limited to these.
Try doing some further research to see if you find something that is right for you.

     In almost every seminar, Ms. Rainwater wants to make sure we are signed up with College Unmazed and Scoir. These two websites are
extremely helpful in college research. With College Unmazed we were particularly interested in its guidebook. Ms. Rainwater provided us with
a few of the pages in a seminar. Scoir was another helpful website. Scoir is an all-in-one planning tool. You can research colleges, track their
requirements, create lists, etc. Create an account with Scoir here.

REFRESHERREFRESHER
REFRESHER

SEMINAR

Calling all juniors and seniors. Over the course of the year,
Ms. Rainwater has been holding weekly (except the first
week of the month) seminars. If you happened to miss

something we got you covered.

JUNIOR SEMINARJUNIOR SEMINARJUNIOR SEMINAR

SENIOR SEMINARSENIOR SEMINARSENIOR SEMINAR

     Just a small reminder, with graduation, expect to have some fees involved. Caps and gowns can be purchased from
the SPC bookstore for $48. Rental options are also available. A payment of $35 for the graduation is to be submitted to
the front desk in the high school building.

     It is recommended to check your college application dashboards weekly. Do not forget that decision day is April
27th. Remember to submit videos and/or pictures representing your future school to Ms. Rainwater.

Written By: Elena Zoric with Hana Abdel Magid

https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/register/march-2021?ef_id=Cj0KCQiAvvKBBhCXARIsACTePW_UoszhhGIS6VfHZGkF6gr79DjqHRQjuWFcLNU88_B5EWag-oGZLFUaAvUrEALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!4330!3!494429474135!e!!g!!sat%20register!1703914061!69395086027&gclid=Cj0KCQiAvvKBBhCXARIsACTePW_UoszhhGIS6VfHZGkF6gr79DjqHRQjuWFcLNU88_B5EWag-oGZLFUaAvUrEALw_wcB
http://www.act.org/content/act/en/register-for-the-act.html?cid=paidsearch:google:pi04-april-national-test-reg-k12-b2c:dc_1730-internal-paid-020121-mr018959-&utm_medium=paidsearch&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=pi04-april-national-test-reg-k12-b2c&utm_content=dc_1730-internal-paid-020121-mr018959-&gclid=Cj0KCQiAvvKBBhCXARIsACTePW951wgZGByyw_anFQDjL-fNrQ6BKET_9yv81AXviVLU3jKUK-xSe5AaAhcWEALw_wcB
https://myscholly.com/
https://www.fastweb.com/ppc?utm_source=google&utm_medium=ppc&ESRC=g_sem_t1_brand-xct_fastweb&gclid=Cj0KCQiAvvKBBhCXARIsACTePW-j0dPYAEnv8DtAVg_OoeSE3Tuj57VIHEWJ4YN_g2voYU1UoKfzkdsaAtugEALw_wcB
https://www.collegeboard.org/
https://www.niche.com/?utm_source=AdWords&utm_medium=GooglePPC&utm_campaign=GooglePPCNicheBrand&source=GooglePPCNicheBrand&gclid=Cj0KCQiAvvKBBhCXARIsACTePW-WK5xvm3acxT6eZn_8DTe4rGrFNBaEPOrC0-2CVSRTwjE1tRsx9lsaAiIwEALw_wcB
https://www.scholarships.com/
https://www.petersons.com/
https://www.salliemae.com/college-planning/
https://www.cappex.com/
https://www.scoir.com/
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THE POWER OF
PRESENTATION
CREATING A QUALITY POWERPOINT

It’s always good to start thinking about major projects early;
alongside essays and exams comes the inevitable presentation.
Despite its popularity as a visual aid, PowerPoints can be easy
to ruin. Its not uncommon to get stuck watching a long, bland
presentation only to be left feeling you learned nothing at all.
Luckily, presentations can be mastered as easily as they are
messed up. 

The hallmarks of a quality presentation are effective
communication and engaging design. It’s important to
remember that presentations are simply a tool for
disseminating information. You cannot rely on a computer to
give a presentation. 

The best PowerPoints are short and sweet. There should be just
enough text to summarize key concepts and act as reference for
talking points. Audience members will not feel the need to listen
if the same information can be found after a short scan of the
slide.

A presentation should first and foremost be easy to understand.
Chunks of text are often difficult to read and put the bulk of the
work on the viewers. Using bold headings, simple fonts, and
large letters not only enhance the readability, but also allow for
greater comprehension. 

Images and visual elements are great way to illustrate key points
without being overly wordy; After all, a picture is worth a
thousand words. If you refer to statistics in a presentation, try
inserting graphs or charts to make the information easier to
understand.

Play around with templates and color schemes. A presentation
should have a consistent theme and color palette, but try to
make yours unique. Remember, when you present to a group,
they will be viewing the presentation from a distance. High
contrast coloring makes text and images easier to read because
they pop out. 

Try embedding sound and video to take your presentation up a
notch. If you struggle with presenting live or in front of large
crowds, you can make a recording to play as the slide does. A
short video may get the point across in a more succinct manner. 

As a presenter, you should always be prepared. Its always good
to have a backup in case your technology fails for one reason or
another. Bring a flash drive for your presentation to avoid issues
with email or dropbox. Having a printed outline is also helpful
as it makes it easier for viewers to follow along.
  
Face it; everyone judges a book its cover. A strong presentation
can go a long way with even the most inexperienced presenter. 

EDUCATIONEDUCATION

Written by Hana Abdel Magid
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     Research has shown that practicing answering questions before
learning new material enhances future learning. Even failing a test
before learning new information leads to an overall stronger
memory of the information and produces better results than
spending the same amount of time studying. Small ways you can
incorporate this into your studying plan is to quiz yourself on class
material you are unfamiliar with, study the material afterward, and
then test yourself again. As long as your first test attempt is followed
by effective feedback, you will retain the new information more
effectively.  

     This study technique is quite common among students as we
often quiz ourselves or each other before big tests or exams.
However, self-quizzing can be incorporated into your daily study
techniques without the usage of flashcards or much effort. A great
way to achieve this is by thinking about information and concepts
that might be questioned on the test while taking notes or studying.
This encourages you to focus on more valuable information and
better understand the material instead of just memorizing it. With
familiarity with the class and your professor, you might be able to
accurately guess test questions as well.

As a student, you have probably experimented with different ways you could study for your tests or exams. Some of you may have
tried flashcards, recording your teacher or professor’s lectures, or even came up with creative mnemonic devices to memorize the
material required. You may have even discussed studying hacks and the best studying techniques with your classmates as well.
Since learning is not a “one size fits all” it is hard to choose which is the best study style, however, research has shown several
retentional and cognitive benefits when utilizing the following studying techniques:  

     When learning a new topic or skill, most students focus on one
skill until they feel like they’ve achieved mastery. A more effective
way to learn new concepts is to alternate between a few related
concepts or mix them over a longer period. Studies on interleaved
practice in learning mathematics have shown that instead of
focusing on learning multiplication, doing problems that require
multiplication, addition, subtraction, and division can enhance your
understanding of the concept and helps connect it to other
mathematical concepts as well.  

     Studies show  spacing out study sessions improves the
recollection of information more than massed study sessions.
Focusing on a topic for short periods in the span of a few days is
effective because it takes greater effort for the brain to recall the
same information which strengthens neuron connections. A great
example of how you can space out information is by making
flashcards, quizzing yourself on them, and reviewing the ones you
got wrong after some time.  

     Sometimes when reading long and foreign text, it can be hard too
retain all the information or understand the new concepts at once
even after reading it multiple times. To prevent that, closing your
book and actively recalling the information you just read can be
beneficial. Another helpful technique is to try and explain the
concept to yourself or others as that can help you draw connections
to other concepts and prior knowledge.  

     It is important to experiment with many learning styles and
techniques to excel in your studies. All these study techniques can
be tweaked and molded to better fit your learning style and the
material of the class you are taking as well. Key techniques to keep
in mind when studying are to actively try to understand the
information better by reflection, repetition, and, of course,
practice.  

STUDY TECHNIQUES

PARAPHRASING &
REFLECTING

INTERLEAVING
PRACTICE

Written by Sama Al Attar

PRE-TEST

SPACED PRACTICE SELF-QUIZZING



Earth Day
H o w  t o  E n g a g e  i n

Active Reading
     Highlighting and underlining is very helpful to do whilst
reading. It is a quick and easy way to mark the things you believe
are most important as you are reading. It also does not disrupt
the flow of your reading as much as some other techniques, but
you can still come back to the information you separated.
Personally, I often highlight and underline, and I was pleasantly
surprised to see that when a professor provides me with
questions I frequently revert back to my highlighted sections.
Highlighting what you think is important makes it easier to find
parts that need to be studied without scavenging through the
entire textbook for a concept.

     Annotating is a bit more time-consuming, but it does not have
to be. Annotations don’t have to be long sentences. They can also
be brief, and I often use them for clarifying something in the
textbook that I didn’t immediately understand. Try writing a
common synonym next to a word that you did not understand or
annotate a phrase that was particularly hard to comprehend. This
way when you return to the chapter you have the annotation that
clarifies something, so you don’t get stuck again.

     Taking college classes results in students coming face-to-face
with some difficult texts. Sometimes they contain many
unknown words that cannot be deciphered by simply utilizing
context clues. A technique to use is to search up the definition on
the internet or using a dictionary. It can get a bit tedious to search
up every unknown word. 

     If you are reading information from a textbook, don’t be afraid
to speak to yourself out loud. Try to teach yourself the material
by summarizing what you just read. Take the role of a professor
and it really helps to retain the information. When you are done
reading a chapter, talk to someone about the information you
read. It could be to a sibling, pet, parent, guardian, or professor. It
is interesting to see how much information you actually retained,
and it helps you solidify your understanding.

     Sometimes I read something, and I have no idea what I just
read. In cases, like these a good tip is to reread the paragraph
slowly, knowing that your goal is to understand the information.
Rereading a paragraph is also repetition which is key when
learning new material.

A good tip that I learned is that you don’t have to search up every
word. Search up the definition of words that particularly stand
out to you (maybe you like how it sounds or its spelling). This
way the definition will stick with you longer, since you liked it in
the first place. Try to expand your vocabulary, but know it’s
impossible to perfectly memorize everything.

W r i t t e n  b y :  E l e n a  Z o r i c

Highlighting and Underlining

Annotating

Reread a Section

Search Unknown Words

Teach the Text
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Thank you for your support!
The next issue of the Titan Times

will be released April 5.

Don't hesitate to reach out. If you'd like to become a guest writer, join

our team, or just have feedback you'd like to share, you can contact

Hana at habdel2@mycourses.spcollege.edu. 

We'd love to hear your thoughts!

INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING? 


